longitudinal and transverse components of the self-consistent plasma electric field. A weak turbulence theory method is used to solve the resulting inhomogeneous Volterra-type integral equation in tensorial form, i.e., an expansion of hydrodynamic quantities over the resultant electric field (driver pump and self-consistent field) up to the third order. The eikonal coupling relation thus obtained is discussed for the case oflongitudinal and transverse interactions.
I.INTRODUCT!ON
In the iast two decades strong attention has been focused on studies of dispersion features of plasma immersed in a strong electromagnetic wave ( e.g., Refs. l-3 ). The first derivations of the noniinear mode-mode coupling dispersion relation were based on the interaction of an EM wave with plasma in the dipole approximation (ko:0, where ko: wav€flumber of the electromagnetic wave-driver pump ) . In this case it was possible to treat the initial system (hydrodynamical and Maxwell and/or kinetic and Max- well) in the frames osciilating with the corresponding plasma components. This simplified the algebra and enabled one to obtain the dispersion relation in powers of.E6 (.Eo : intensity of the eiectric field of a driver pump). Taking into account the finite waveiength of a driver pump (,tnl0) , the transfbrmation into a pure osciilatory system is not possible because ofthe covariance ofthe wavelength with the chosen ret'erence frame. In this paper the EM wave-magnetized plasma interaction wiil be treated in the laboratory reference frame utilizing the mathematical apparatus of weak turbulence theory. Magnetized plasma is treated in a hydrodynamic approximation allowing weak plasma inhomogeneity in the nonperturbed state. T!-re self-consistent plasma field is described by a full set of Maxwell's equations allowing both longitudinal and transverse components in the plasma eiectric field.
In Sec E(r,r; : En(r,t) * 5E(r,r), 5E(r,t) (Eo(r,r), B(r,/) -8o(r) + 68(r,r), 5B(r,r) (Bo, X€uG -tt,r -rrg^trt,1trr)Er(r,,/1). (15) In ( 15 ) we took into account that a collisionless magnetized plasma is anisotropic so that the dielectric permittivity (e, ) is a tensor. Dependence ofe, on (t -tr) and (r -r, ) denotes temporal and spatial plasma dispersion, while dependence on,urr and p rt describes a weakly inhomogeneous and quasistationary piasma. In what follows, however, plasma will be assumed to be stationary and weakly inhomogeneous so that the inhomogeneity scale length I-is much larger than the scale length of the three-wave nonlinear interaction
where Ak-h-k1 -k2, and, in l-D, Ak : ko., -k r.* -k ,.,. Here ko.,, a : 0,1,2, have aigebraic values depending on the interaction geometry. In defining Z it is assumed that the inhomogeneity gradient is along the "x" axis and k, and k, are wave vectors of plasma modes in interaction with the driver pump. We note that I a,= l_:t_:l l a.a,a, and that, obviously, ( 1 5 ) gives a linear dependence between D(r,r) and E(r,r).
Utilizing the substitutions r -r::rt and r -r, : rf, and applying a Fourier transformation to ( 15), we obtain (the Einstein sum convention is used throughout) D!(a,k) : er(at,k,t)E, (ar,k), ( 16) where ( weak inhomogeneous plasma ) e,,(a,k,r) :
foa,, I
o* e,,(tf,fi,r)eiatt -ikrt. (17) Equation ( 15) DL(r,t) : -+!DNL(r,r).
The Fourier transform of (21 ) 
where M,, is the Maxwell plasma tensor
Then, a solution of the tensor equation (23 ) is Using the perturbation method6'7 ( weak turbulence approach) in (1) and (2), that is expanding hydrodynamic quantities over the electric fieid n(r,t) : nnQt rt,p,"r) + ntt)(r,t) + n\2)(r,t) + n(3)(r,/;,..., V(r,r) : Y r(p, rt,1^trr) + Vttt (r,t)
I Yt2t 1r,t1 1 V'3)( r,/),..., j(r,k): ioQtp,p.rrl + j(')(r,t) + j(')(r,r) + j(3)(r,r;,..., we obtain a system of iterative equations describing the nonlinear processes up to the third order with respect to the resultant electric field (driver pump field and self-consistent field). The nonperturbed state (zeroth approximation) is defined by n6, Vs, and jo, and according to (26) is weakly disturbed by the external and self-consistent plasma fields.The smallness indicators p., and p2 are meant to emphasize that the slow variation of the equilibrium in space (as a result of inhomogeneity) and time (resulting from mode coupiing, instability, etc. ) are, in general, not small to the same order. In the present calculation, we retain only first order variation in a"r.
A, Linear current response
In the zeroth approximation we have X€ij, j,,..., j,(ar,k;a.r,,k,;...;ron -,,k, -, ,r) XE,,(a -@t,k -k, ). ..E,"-, Vf;, : (cm./e,Bf;) (BoxV In .Bo) ( V2",./2 + Y'"t).
In the above expressions it was assumed that the magnetic field is along thez axis and gradients of n[o',T lo) along thex axis. In the first order approximation from ( I ) and (2) . dr. Note that in the case of homogeneous plasma, e (ot,k,r) -e (ot,k) and (29') is referred to as a dispersion relation, giving ar : to(k), the frequency spectrum for given k. From (28) and (29) 
Here ylf) (ar,r) x A,fz,(x) ]1"* l0,,Gl1), Here, Qo and Vro are the cyclotron frequency and thermai speed of the "a" particle, respectively, andp, (x) is the "4" could be written, aiso, in the form V f,t.,) 1o,k1 : pli"' @,k;x) E, (ot,k),
which gives the definition of the mobility tensor of the "4" plasma component pli")@,ks). From (32) and (33) nto'Yvy) a v!2)vnlo) l vfr)vn!') + /rlt)vv:') :0.
In (38) and (39) Xf -al ,,(a)1.,(tor)kr.," + ar1lr3 fui)1,,
x(ot)k2." I cDzlii(ra2)f", (ror)kr..). (44) For the noniinear current densityT(2)(r,/) we have 5t2)(r,r) :le,nit>Ylt'* ) e,nuYf\,
and taking into account (30), (31) , and (44), we finally obtain .,r\ g'.no I m.J We note that
at:(a-(ov k::k-kr.
G7)
Taking into account the symmetry property e,,, (o,k;or,kr) : 
From (48), it follows that S1t =Ztir j,t, where 6,1r,; is the symmetric tensor of tensor 6,/,.e
In addition to V:2) we have to know the nonlinear density n:1) (a;,k), which could be easiiy found from the continuity equation n*) (a,k) : k 'i:'' (ot,k)/e.m. For the noniinear current/ f '(r,r) we have i tj>Q.t) : eonrv!,3) (r,r) + eon\tt(r,t)vll)(r,t) + e"n:)G,t)vtt)(r,t).
Using (51), (44), (31), (30),and (49) (9) we have for the tripie product, E,(ar,kr)E,(o4,k)E,(ayk.)-](Eoe'6" *Erei6').(Eoe-',6" *Ep*',b'),6E0 (a,k) x{5bjf5",6",6(c,t,-ar6)6(kr-h)6(arr+aro)5(kr+h)+6",6o,5(ar+arn)5(k,*ko)6(ar:-ron)6(k,-h)] +6b,16",6,j6(rD,-as)6(k,-lto)6(a,l:*a.,0)5(k.+h) +6,,6",6(or*a6)6(k, *h)5(a;:-aro)6(k2-h)] +6b,f6"r6,,6(ar*a)6(k,-ko)6(arrla.ro)5(kr+h)+5",5o,6(atr1a.ro)6(k:*ko)6(a,l:-a.,6)6(kr-h)]). (54) -@kr.nf,, (a,l2) f6 (ar)).
where
we obtain noniinear dielectric permittivity ( X (Eoe'6. *Ere-'0,),{Eor''" * Ere-'6,)a. (54) and (53) from (22) (ar ) fr, (ar, ) * azkr.nl,, (a.r)1", (ro) -rokr.,f n,@r)l r(ro) (56) Eliminating 5E,(r,t * ar,k -1-h) from (55) [see Eq. (25) ] 68,(ot+a;o,k+ko) --1r,4.(o * ots,k t k,)S,r, (a * oo,k 1-ko;a;,k) X(Eoe+ia, a Ere*'u'),6E,ta,k), (57) _l at where (k t h), (k + h)" (61) into (59) we obtain the dielectric permittivity for iow-frequency piasma mode with longitudinal and transverse electric field. If we are interested oniy in the longitudinal low-frequency (a,l,k) plasma mode, the longitudinal contraction of (59) (o,k:a,,k, ;ar2,k1 ) : €,j, j,t,Qo,k;a -tt2,k -kia; -a-,,,k - ( vishaya Shkola. Moscow. 1978 ),
